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1. INTRODUCTION 
A compression principle is presented which permits converging branches 
in a nonserial multistage system to be compressed into single psuedo-stages 
in an equivalent serial system. This principle, together with the diverging 
branch absorption technique, allows any type of multibranched system to be 
replaced by a single serial system which can then be optimized by dynamic 
programming. The resulting reduction in dimensionality makes possible the 
solution of complex problems which were previously not amenable to 
analysis. 
2. NOTATION AND BRANCHING SYSTEMS 
The most general form of a converging branch multistage decision problem 
[I], shown schematically inFig. 1, may be written as: 
(1) 
where the Rj are any real-valued functions, Xand sAa are given numbers, and 
the transition functions 
fn = T,(s, 142); n = l,..., N 
s”ai = TAi(S‘4i , dAi)i i = l,..., 01
(2) 
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describe how each decision di maps input state sj onto output state rj at stage j. 
Incidence identities [2] relate system inputs and outputs: 
So generality is lost in considering this system, which has exactly one 
converging branch (here chosen arbitraril!- as stages .-4 I through .~I&), since 
the analysis cstends readily to more branches. 
For allocation problems in which the Rj and .$ are linear functions of 
sj and d, , the optimal policy for the branched system map be found by 
superposition [3] of the optimal policies for serial systems formed from the 
branches of the larger system. For nonlinear return or transition functions, 
however, the treatment required is computationally much more complicated. 
First, .f,ds~-~ ) is obtained by using the dynamic programming algorithm. 
Then, the optimal branch return, fx(s Al , CAl), is obtained for a particular 
value of the branch output, rAl [I]. Simultaneous selection of a value of n,, 
and .tAl would, for a given value of state s,,, , determine the total return for 
stages 1 through M plus a11 stages in the branch, which is the mavimand in 
the following equation: 
This two-decision, one-state optimization step is, in general, quite difficult 
computationally. This is especially true in the case of tabular functions, and 
Aris, Nemhauser and Wilde [l] suggest that fAal be treated as a “cut state.” 
In their method, a particular value is chosen for the branch output, sa, , and 
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the optimal branch return, fa(sati , a, s ) is determined, a boundary-value serial 
problem. Simultaneous election fdM then gives the value of the maximand 
in Eq. (5) for a particular value of sM. Once this quantity has been stored, 
together with the corresponding policy, new values of fAl and dM are chosen 
by a direct search method. Repetition of this guided search eventually gives 
f,~~(sM) and diu*(sM), the optimal values of S,, and dM for every value of state 
sM , as well as the optimal M -t cy stage return functionf&+JxM, sAJ. The 
rest of the main trunk is optimized by ordinary one-state, one-decision 
dynamic programming. It is essential that the double decision optimization 
be carried out at the point where the branch joins the main trunk; otherwise, 
the state fAA, would have to be carried as a state variable to be examined 
exhaustively during the optimization fevery stage in the main trunk. 
3. BRANCH COMPRESSION PRINCIPLE 
The foregoing method of solution can be improved upon considerably bJ 
a suitable decomposition of the optimization perations atthe branch junction 
point. 
Since sAo, is a known constant, Eq. (5) contains only one state variable, s , 
and may be written as: 
Equation (6) may be decomposed by means of the Principle of Optimality 
[4] into the equivalent expression: 
where SM-~ = W&M, &A, 5.d. 
The remainder of the main chain is optimized by serial dynamic program- 
ming, involving only a one-state, one-decision optimization ateach stage: 
for K = M + I,..., N. 
Therefore, this method of decomposition permits an entire converging branch 
multistage problem to be solved as a sequence of one-state, one-decision 
problems, just as if the system were serial. In fact, this conversion can be 
shown graphically by redrawing the functional diagram to exhibit the 
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equivalent serial system, as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, d is a pseudo-stage, 
formed from the quantity within the inner braces of Eq. (7); hence, the 
return at stage -4 is f*(S,,). The functional equation which describes the 
optimization at this psuedo-stage is evidently: 
and 
fnl+&wl = TF V~&IM , &) -I- h-~,~,(~n,b, t4wN:. (10) 
Equations (9) and (10) are completely equivalent to that of Eq. (6); hence the 
two-decision problem has been replaced by two one-decision problems, 
which are much easier to solve. Equation (9) defines a mathematical compres- 
sion of the converging branch into a single psuedo-stage. This branch com- 
pression [5] technique can be used to compress any number of converging 
branches into psuedo-stages and therefore will reduce any such nonserial 
system into a single equivalent serial system. Consider, for example, a 
multistage problem having n converging branches joining the main trunk at 
a single point. The standard analysis, exemplified by Eq. (5) would require 
that an n + 1 -decision problem be solved; that is, the simultaneous selection 
of ?I + 1 variables. By compressing these branches, however, the optimization 
could be transformed into it + 1 one-decision problems. Branch compression, 
of course, applies no matter at what points on the main trunk the various 
branches join. 
Note that this principle applies as well to diverging branches, as shown for 
the system in Fig. 3. Here, the inputs to stages M - 1 and Aa are assumed 
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to be choice variables. If, in this case, SA, is replaced by sA, , Equations (6) and 
(7) describe the optimization of stages 1 through M on the main trunk and 
stages 1 through oi on the branch. Compression of the diverging branch is 
expressed in Equations (9) and (10) when FA1 is replaced by s,, . 
If sM-r and sAor are not choice variables, they may be determined from given 
transition functions [2] and absorbed without compression. 
5. DISCUSSION 
As a consequence of the above analysis, erery branching multistage decision 
system, regardless of the number or type of branches, may be replaced by a 
single equivalent serial system. This serial system will consist of the original 
stages from the main trunk of the nonserial system plus one psuedo-stage for 
each converging or diverging branch which has been compressed. This 
result holds for completely general nonserial branching systems, since no 
assumptions were made in the derivation concerning the particular nature of 
the return or transition functions which define a given system. 
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